8thDelphi International
Psychoanalytic Symposium
21 – 24 June 2013 – Delphi, Greece
What follows is a narrative prepared by Easy Travel, the travel agency that has organized all past
Symposia as well as the 2013 one, aiming at informing prospective participants of the practical
aspects of the Symposium.
“Our foreign guests should plan to have arrived in Athens already on June 20th and spend the night
in Athens. Arrangements for their accommodation in Athens at the Golden Age Hotel at special
rates have already been made. The Golden Age is an elevated 4* hotel. The next morning, i.e. on
June 21st, all participants will depart for Delphi by private air-conditioned bus. It is a 2,5-3 hour trip.
Upon arrival in Delphi a professional English speaking guide will meet the group for a tour to the
Delphi Museum and archaeological site. After the end of the tour participants will be taken to the
Delphi hotel they have selected for their 3-day stay. A good selection of all hotel categories in
Delphi is being offered to participants.
The Symposium begins in the afternoon of June 21st at around 17.00hrs and will take place at the
European Cultural Center of Delphi, where registrations will be made and immediately after the
Opening Session is scheduled to take place.
The works of the Symposium will continue all day on June 22nd and 23rd and only half day on June
24th. The Closing Session on June 24th will end just after noon.
While on June 21st, 22nd and 23rd lunches for all participants will be served at the conference
center, no such provision will be made for June 24th when people will be free to have lunch
anywhere they like and then prepare themselves for their return trip to Athens again by private airconditioned bus which will be scheduled around 16.00hrs.
Arrival in Athens should be around 19.00-19.30hrs. Accommodation on that night is again at the
Golden Age Hotel.
We at Easy Travel are offering an extensive pre and post Symposium tourist program for
participants who wish to extend their stay and see something more of the country thus combining
their trip to Greece with their summer 2013 vacationing.
June is the best time of the year to visit this country. Various tours exploring classical Greece, a 4day island hopping cruise to the Aegean islands is offered or tailor- made trips can be designed to
specific islands such as Crete, Santorini, Rhodes and Myconos where in addition to relaxation
visitors will have a chance to see cultural heritage sites.
Needless to say that we shall be only too glad to respond to any special requests participants may
have. Equally we will be ready to service participants with travel information on international air
tickets, airport/hotel pick up service etc etc.
Delphi Symposium accommodation package costs and tour information and rates is available on
the website www.psychoanalysis.gr/delphi
We look forward to another successful Delphi Symposium and to welcoming and servicing our
guests.”

